Nowadays IT has been spread in all the areas of human life. One can’t imagine his/her life without IT now that is also true for students.

That is why the aim of my research is to discover what, where and why is used by the university students. For this purpose the structured interview was designed, which encompasses the following question: Would you like to use IT at lectures? Would you like to use IT for homework?

30 peers, the first-year students, were interviewed and the results of this survey are given below.

The majority of students would like IT to be used used at the lectures (see Fig. 1), but the situation as to IT use for homework is a little bit different. The percentage of student who are for IT is lower, if compared with IT use at lectures (see Fig. 2).

The students proposals as to the IT use at lectures are ranked as following: Power Point; lectures; short video; demo video with samples of the experiments, for laboratory works; a tests.

The use of IT, while doing homework, is seen by the students mostly for info search; using the Internet; doing calculations and preparing reports on laboratory works; done in the classroom.

Although students are for IT use in their life, they prefer face-to-face teaching at lectures, seminars, but with the IT incorporated in them.